
                                       

Invitation to participate to the World Folk Vision Italy Festival 

 

Dear Mr. ___________________________________ 

 

This letter is to offer you a formal invitation to the World Folk Vision Italy Festival "Un Ponte Fra I 

Popoli". The event will be held December 16
st

 - 19
th

, 2021 in Montecatini Terme, a charming spa town 

in the heart of Tuscany that this year has become part of the UNESCO World Heritage. 

Montecatini Terme is located near Florence, Lucca and Pisa, in a small valley located between Vinci, the 

birthplace of the great Leonardo, and Collodi, the cradle of the famous puppet “Pinocchio”. This valley 

contains hidden treasures, enchanted landscapes, villages and castles that speak of distant times and 

real jewels of art still to be rediscovered that make this area a unique and authentic place. 

The event will take place in the heart of Montecatini Terme! 

From your hotel you could easily reach the preformances locations and fully live all experience of the 

city. 

The Verdi Theater will host the performances of Dance, Folk, Musical, Aerial Dances. The theater is a 

tensile structure of about 1,600 square meters of which 600 sq. meters of stage and has a capacity of up 

to 1,500 people. The structure has often been used by RAI, the Italian National TV, to broadcast 

entertainment television shows where international stars of cinema and music were guests. 

Adjacent to the Verdi Theater are the Terme Excelsior. The Terme Excelsior was built in the early ‘900, of 

great value are the Liberty hall and the swans fountain. Four days in which master classes, internships, 

conferences.  

The Festival "Un Ponte Fra I Popoli" creates the conditions for the development of cultural links and 

exchanges in the field of theater, music, dance, various arts, in the protection and historical-cultural use 

of the heritage of the arts and folk crafts. These are the objectives, as well as the integrated 

development of tourism linked to cultural and natural heritage to provide a possibility of socio-

economic-cultural progress in various regions of the world. 

Therefore, with great pleasure, we invite you and your group to the World Folk Vision Italy Festival “Un 

Ponte Fra I Popoli”. 

Attached, you can find conditions.  

You can find rules on the website www.worldfolkvisionitalia.it 

                                                                                                                     Manfrin Ranieri                                                                                                  

Responsabile Nazionale Aics Danze e Culture Internazionali  

                       Direttore world Folk Vision Italia 

                                                                          


